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Multi-mode wireless connection 

  

Instant switch among multiple devices 
 

 

 
 
 
 

Adjustable 1600 DPI sensor 
 
 
 

 
 

Silent click 

  

Up to 12 months battery life 
 

 

         

        More information at www.rapoo.com  
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With its eye-catching colors and patterns, M500 

Silent offers variety to suit every taste and 

environment. M500 Silent transmits using Rapoo's 

latest and powerful multi-mode wireless – via 

Rapoo’s reliable 2.4 GHz wireless transmission, 

Bluetooth 3.0 or Bluetooth 4.0. (Smart) – allowing 

you to connect simultaneously to up to 3 devices and 

change (pair automatically) among them. Naturally  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
this mouse also features a fully adjustable 1600 DPI 

HD sensor and non-slip scroll wheel, making surfing 

and clicking a joy. The functionality is further boosted 

by a ‘silent click’ feature, which gives you freedom 

and a piece of mind since disturbing those around 

you is no longer a concern. To top it off, M500 Silent 

offers up to 12 months’ battery life.  

  Multi-mode wireless connection  
Interference-free wireless options: The smart switch between Bluetooth 

3.0, Bluetooth 4.0 (Smart/ BLE) and 2.4 GHz ensures stable wireless 

transmission with up to 10 meters range and 360° coverage. You can 

still use your mouse regardless of USB port shortage or the loss of 

receiver. 

 

  Instant switch among 3 connected devices in one click 
   (Automatic pairing)  
 

 

 

 
 

   
 

 

 

 

Specifications: Package Contents: 
Multi-mode wireless connection: Wireless mouse, Nano USB receiver, 
2.4 GHz, Bluetooth 3.0, Bluetooth 4.0 2 AA alkaline batteries (installed), 

Adjustable 1600 DPI HD sensor Quick Start Guide 
7 mouse buttons incl. 2D scroll-wheel                                                                                            

a DPI-switch & a Bluetooth pair button                                                                                            

System Requirements:                          

Windows® XP/Vista/7/8/10, 
‘Silent click’ mouse buttons USB port 
Up to 12 months battery life Product Dimensions & Weight: 
Includes 2 AA batteries Dimensions: 105×67×41 mm 
On/Off switch  

Nano USB receiver 

Weight: 72 g                    

Nano USB receiver storage compartment   

Available Colors: 

     Adjustable 1600 DPI HD sensor   
Enjoy total control: with the adjustable DPI sensor, 
accuracy is no longer left to chance. Adjustable 
from 600 to 1600 DPI, you can adapt it to match 
your preference. 

     The sound of silence 
Click all you want: The silent mouse switches allow 
you to use your mouse freely without disturbing 
others. This mouse is perfect for late night projects 
at home, use at public places and while traveling. 

Connect to all your devices: M500 Silent automatically pairs the 
working device. It simultaneously connects to up to 3 devices, and 
easily switches among them in a click of a button. It simplifies cross-
platform activities and meets multi-tasking requirements. 


